In the title compound, C 21 H 17 ClFN 3 O 2 , the 1H-pyrazole ring makes dihedral angles of 36.73 (7), 18.73 (7) and 60.88 (8) , respectively, with the mean planes of the chlorophenyl, 4oxopiperidine and fluorophenyl rings. The molecular structure is stabilized by an intramolecular C-HÁ Á ÁN hydrogen bond, which forms an S(6) ring motif. In the crystal, intermolecular C-HÁ Á ÁO hydrogen bonds link molecules into chains along [101] . In addition, intermolecular C-HÁ Á ÁF hydrogen bonds with an R 2 1 (7) ring motif connect neighbouring chains into layers parallel to the ac plane.
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In the crystal packing ( Fig. 2) , intermolecular C14-H14A···F1 ii and C7-H7A···F1 ii hydrogen bonds (Table 1) connect the neighbouring molecules, generating an R 2 1 (7) ring motif. Intermolecular C2-H2A···O1 i hydrogen bonds (Table 1) further link the molecules into two-dimensional sheets parallel to the ac plane.
Experimental
The compound has been synthesized using the method available in the literature (Ragavan et al., 2009 ) and recrystallized using the methanol-chloroform (1:1) mixture (yield 76%, m.p. 436.2-437.5 K).
Refinement
H atoms were positioned geometrically (C-H = 0.93 or 0.97 Å) and refined using a riding model, with U iso (H) = 1.2U eq (C). Fig. 1 . The molecular structure of the title compound showing 50% probability displacement ellipsoids and the atom numbering scheme. Intermolecular hydrogen boding (dashed lines) are omitted for clarity. Refinement. Refinement of F 2 against ALL reflections. The weighted R-factor wR and goodness of fit S are based on F 2 , conventional R-factors R are based on F, with F set to zero for negative F 2 . The threshold expression of F 2 > σ(F 2 ) is used only for calculating Rfactors(gt) etc. and is not relevant to the choice of reflections for refinement. R-factors based on F 2 are statistically about twice as large as those based on F, and R-factors based on ALL data will be even larger.
sup-2 Figures

Fractional atomic coordinates and isotropic or equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å 2 )
x y z U iso */U eq Cl1 −0.18751 (5) −0.56629 (4) −0.09987 (4) 0.02699 (9) (5) C18 0.0258 (7) 0.0229 (7) 0.0192 (6) 0.0035 (6) 0.0074 (5) 0.0070 (5) C19 0.0196 (7) 0.0237 (7) 0.0260 (7) 0.0062 (6) 0.0086 (5) 0.0033 (6) C20 0.0190 (7) 0.0258 (7) 0.0218 (7) 0.0029 (6) 0.0021 (5) 0.0047 (5) C21 0.0192 (6) 0.0224 (7) 0.0144 (6) −0.0004 (5) 0.0011 (5) 0.0032 (5) Geometric parameters (Å, °) 
